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The job posting is outdated and position may be filled Black & Grey HR is recruiting for an

innovative industrial company that manufactures Oriented Strand Boards (OSB) products for the

local and international market . Our client is looking to hirean experienced LEAN Engineer

who will be responsible for conducting Lean awareness roadshow and facilitate Lean to all

levels in the organization, as well as to external audiences. - Responsible to administer the

baseline assessments of LEAN application (including target sheets, 5S achievement,

education and training needs, KAIZEN implementation, and Standard Work implementation);

facilitates reporting of KAIZEN metrics into Visibility and Story Boards - Responsible to track

participants to team lead and apply LEAN concepts in their respective work areas. -

Responsible in promoting lean construction culture through campaign, advertisement, etc

in all projects. - Responsible to coach and support project teams with implementation of the

basic Lean tools and continuous improvement programs - Responsible to teach, practice,

develop & improve the company Lean methodology - Responsible to lead and train Engineers

and Superintendents to run effective Planning sessions, weekly Planning sessions and Daily

Stand-up sessions through a lead/co-facilitate/coach model - Responsible to develop Lean

improvement initiatives which achieve project deliverables.-Responsible to facilitate Lean

events (structured team problem solving activities).-Responsible for creation and issuance of

reports: Monthly Lean Project Implementation Status, Monthly Overall Lean Implementation

Status - Responsible in using process mapping and value flow analysis when

appropriate.-Responsible to deliver stable/steady improvement with standard work and

simple/visual controls. -Responsible to maintain level of standards of lean tools used among the
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project s team.-Responsible to serves as an ongoing resource for assigned projects and

employees to help identify opportunities for improvement.-Responsible in developing VSM for

each cost breakdown structure (CBS) in coordination with operation and cost control-

Responsible to setup control and Implementation of lean application for each activity. -

Responsible in implementation of cost control policy and procedures.-Supports in conducting

case study.-Supports in Cost Induction -Lesson Learned Good/Bad and implementation in

coordination with Cost Engineers and QA/QC.-Supports in collaboration for Pull Planning, input

resources target and monitoring.-Ad-hoc duties and reports as and when required by the

Management. Requirements -5+ years of comprehensive working experience -Broad

knowledge of Engineering Board manufacturing and production processes and concepts -

Relevant exposure on managerial level. -BSc in Mechanical or Industrial Engineer. Benefits

Attractive Salary + Benefits. -5+ years of comprehensive working experience -Broad

knowledge of Engineering Board manufacturing and production processes and concepts -

Relevant exposure on managerial level. -BSc in Mechanical or Industrial Engineer. Disclaimer:

Drjobs.ae is only a platform that connects job seekers and employers. Applicants are

advised to conduct their own independent research into the credentials of the prospective

employer.We always make certain that our clients do not endorse any request for money

payments, thus we advise against sharing any personal or bank-related information with any

third party. If you suspect fraud or malpractice, please contact us via contact us page. Our

goal is to make hiring as easy as possible. We find the right talent for every company,

ensuring that each candidate finds a job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-

powered recruiting and job search solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found

your chance yet, you can upload your profile on our website and find thousands of

opportunities globally!Our platform gives you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's

market by allowing you to apply for all different kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-

time, remote or on-site.
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